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when passing the bend. Incidentally, where this is done the
reduction of gradient helps to reduce wear on the road surface at
the curves.
ff>r Tim Roads.
A road surface that is non-slip in wet weather is desirable for all
types of road ; in particular, however, a reasonably non-slip even
surface is essential for safety where gradients occur. A fine-texture
tarmac surface may be avoided by using a coarse-graded chipping
|-f in. in connection with tar-spraying.
Cement-bound macadam is a type of construction which provides
a non-slip surface which is retained under the action of traffic and
weather.
Concrete road surfaces of similar finish to roads in level country
provide safe running for traffic ; special tamped or crimped finishes
may be applied to afford a better grip for driving-wheels and for
braking.
In the past, grit setts have been used to provide a non-slip surface,
but this type of construction has now been abandoned in favour of
more even surfaces.
Wheekrs. _
The practice of laying granite or stone blocks known as " wheelers "
on the " up " side to ease the tractive resistance for horse traffic
on the " up " side has much to commend it; the wear from driving-
wheels is resisted by the hard-wearing surface provided. The
blocks should be laid on concrete, at about 4-5-ft. centres, 15-18 in.
wide, and about 4 ft. long; otherwise the wheelers may be paved
with concrete laid in situ; the space between may be paved with
setts or tar macadam.
Where there are three lanes, slow, heavy traffic -will tend to keep
to the extreme left by travelling on the wheelers laid in that position,
/
Superdevating Dangerous Sends on Hill Soads.
Banking of sharp bends on roads having steep gradients should
now^'be normal practice; the importance of this concerns more
particularly the traffic proceeding downhill. Existing roads which
are insufficiently banked can be improved on the down side by either
of the methods shown in Eg, 58. Where the " down " traffic travels
on the outside of a bend—i.e, makes a right-hand turn—the rate of
sfcperetevatkm -may-fee made variable, so that a much steeper bank*
ing & provided towardCthe^outer edge of the oqrve or roadway, ,

